Risk assessment for drug-drug interaction caused by metabolism-based inhibition of CYP3A using automated in vitro assay systems and its application in the early drug discovery process.
The CYP3A family is a major drug metabolism enzyme in humans. Metabolism-based inhibition of CYP3A might cause clinically significant drug-drug interactions (DDIs). To assess the risk of DDIs caused by metabolism-based inhibition (MBI) of CYP3A, we established an automated single time- and concentration-dependent inhibition assay. To create a diagram to assess DDI risk of compounds in the early discovery stage, we classified 171 marketed drugs by the possibility of the occurrence of in vivo DDI caused by MBI from the relationship between the inactivation activity determined in the MBI screening, the therapeutic blood or plasma concentration, and the in vivo DDI information. This analysis revealed that the DDI risk depends on both the MBI potential and the blood concentration of a compound, and provided the criteria of the DDI risk. In the assay, three compounds (midazolam, nifedipine, and testosterone) were compared as CYP3A probe substrates. The results show that the evaluation for MBI does not depend on the probe substrates used in the assay. In addition, we established an automated assay to distinguish quasi-irreversible and irreversible binding to CYP3A in which the quasi-irreversible inhibitors such as diltiazem, verapamil, and nicardipine were dissociated from CYP3A by the addition of potassium ferricyanide, whereas the irreversible inhibitors such as clozapine, delavirdine, and mibefradil were not. It provides useful information related to chemical structures likely to cause MBI. By using these MBI assays supported by an extensive database of marketed compounds, a systematic MBI evaluation paradigm was established and has been incorporated into our drug discovery process.